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PRODUCT POOL OR SPA CORD LENGTH
SP0527SLED30 Pool Light 30’
SP0527SLED50 Pool Light 50’
SP0527SLED100 Pool Light 100’
SP0527SLED150 Pool Light 150’
SP0535SLED30 Spa Light 30’
SP0535SLED50 Spa Light 50’
SP0535SLED100 Spa Light 100’
SP0535SLED150 Spa Light 150’ 

PRODUCT POOL OR SPA CORD LENGTH
SP0527LED30 Pool Light 30’
SP0527LED50 Pool Light 50’
SP0527LED100 Pool Light 100’
SP0527LED150 Pool Light 150’
SP0535LED30 Spa Light 30’
SP0535LED50 Spa Light 50’
SP0535LED100 Spa Light 100’
SP0535LED150 Spa Light 150’

FACEPLATE - STAINLESS

FACEPLATE - PLASTIC

AQL COLOR MODHV ColorLogic Network Module

Color, light and motion come 

to life like never before.

Total System:  Pumps  I  Filters  I  Heating  I  Cleaners  I  Sanitization  I  Automation  I  Lighting  I  Safety
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COLOR LED POOL AnD SPA Lighting

ColorLogic® 4.0

DAzzLING LIGHT SHOwS

Twilight
Pop the cork, clink glasses and enjoy a soothing 
light show of over 1,500 color hues and tones. 
Perfect for evening entertaining.

Voodoo Lounge
Light up your party psychedelic style, with a 
mesmerizing, hypnotic display of over 1,500  
color hues and tones.

Tranquility
Set the mood for a peaceful, relaxing evening with 
this calming display of soft blues and whites.

Gemstone
A vivid display of blue, green and magenta make 
this show a dazzler for any pool party.

USA
Show your patriotic spirit on the Fourth of July  
or anytime with a star-spangled red, white and  
blue show.

Mardi Gras
Bring Bourbon Street to your backyard with this 
fast-paced, 32-color celebratory show. 

Cool Cabaret
Crank up the disco tunes and turn your pool into a 
nighttime hot spot with this energetic show of over 
100 colors.

ADDITIONAL LIGHT SHOwS
When integrated with Pro Logic®

Rainbow
Enjoy every available color with this 
radiant roll through the entire color 
spectrum.

Harmony
Let your cares fade away while soaking 
in a harmonious mix of brilliant blues 
and greens.

Custom Fade
Program your own smooth fading light 
show using five fixed colors.

Custom Chase
Program your own light sequence using 
five fixed colors.

LIGHT SHOWS AND 
TIMING ARE NOT 
COMPATIBLE WITH 
PREVIOUS VERSIONS 
OF COLORLOGIC AND 
SHOULD NOT BE USED 
TOGETHER.



ColorLogic®

 

Lights. Color. 
       Action.

LED TECHNOLOGy
the ColorLogic 4.0 system was designed and built using 
patented Chromacore® technology in conjunction with     
state-of-the-art LED lights. LED bulbs have numerous 
advantages over traditional incandescent lighting, starting 
with a life span nearly 20 times longer. LEDs use far less 
electricity than standard pool lights—saving up to 79% on 
energy costs. Plus, LEDs contain no filament, so they’re far 
more impact resistant. there are no bulbs to change, no 
color wheels and no moving parts.

FROM POOL LIGHTING TO TOTAL POOL MANAGEMENT
Pro Logic does wonders with color and light, but the way it 
automates your entire backyard makes it downright brilliant. 
Pro Logic takes the work out of owning a pool and spa by 
automating virtually every function on your pool pad. You can 

automate a filter, heater and pump, as well as ph and 
sanitization. Using Pro Logic in conjunction with 
EcoStar™— the industry’s most energy-efficient 
variable speed pump, can save up to 90% on 
energy costs compared to ordinary single-speed 
pumps. Pro Logic also lets you control a variety of 
ancillary functions like patio and yard lights, pond 
pumps and fire pits.

Perhaps the greatest advantage of Pro Logic is 
that it’s compatible with your existing equipment. it 

requires you to do nothing more than enjoy 
your newfound leisure time as memories 
of old time clocks and the hassle of pool 
ownership drift away.

PRO LOGIC® MEETS COLORLOGIC 4.0 
you can never have too much of a good thing.
ColorLogic 4.0 comes with five fixed colors  
and seven color-changing shows. When 
integrated with a Pro Logic automation 
control, you get eleven themed light shows, 
including 2 customizable shows and five 
fixed colors (Deep Blue Sea, Afternoon 
Skies, Emerald, Sangria and Cloud White) 
for a total spectrum of over 101 colors.

With so many color and thematic options 
to choose from, you can literally create 
any ambiance you want, from serene, 
hypnotic moods to vibrant, charismatic 
displays. Create colorful wave-like patterns 
and other visual effects by altering speed, 
motion and brightness.

Nothing brings out the natural beauty 

and shimmer of water better than 

color and light. Whether you’re 

setting the mood for an intimate 

evening, or creating a dazzling 

aquatic backdrop for the season’s 

hottest party, ColorLogic 4.0 is your 

gateway to the ultimate backyard 

experience. You and your guests 

will be amazed at the breadth of 

dynamic, choreographed displays 

that bring your pool and spa to life.

#2 Deep Blue Sea

#37 Afternoon Skies

#54 Emerald
#60 Cloud White #96 Sangria

An optional remote gives you fingertip control from anywhere in your backyard.

#1 Blue

#101 Black-Off


